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Golden Rules
Presentation = stories.
What message do you wish to share with the audience?
Simple, clear, & precise.
Originality / uniqueness / novelty.
Explain with your own words (NOT read).
Contextualized & detailed discussions.
Make the best use of your analytical skills.
Produce your own tables, figures, & charts etc. based on 

reliable data sources.
Preparation, preparation, preparation.
8 slides at a maximum (excluding the front page & the list of 

reference) → It should be well-structured & well-organized.
ONLY 15 minutes.
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CEO Ideology & De-Internationalization

Questions
What is the main CONTENT of this article? What 

CONTRIBUTIONS does this piece of work make to the existing 
literature on de-internationalization?
Investigate HOW the Russia-Ukraine War IMPACTED MNCs 

(Italian & other European MNCs) operating in Russia & 
neighboring countries & discuss HOW they 
RESPONDED/HAVE BEEN RESPONDING to this crisis from 
a strategic point of view in detail.
Summarize the LOGIC of Figure 1 with your own words.
What MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS can be drawn from 

the empirical findings of this article?
What is the TAKE-HOME MESSAGE of this article?
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CEO Ideology & De-Internationalization

The Central Logic of This Article

I. “People, not firms, are the ones that make decisions” in 
organizations (Arikan & Shenkar, 2022). 

II. Corporate-level decisions are often made in the board room 
under conditions of (1) bounded rationality, (2) means-ends 
ambiguity & (3) uncertainty. → Decision makers’ 
interpretation & judgement matter a lot (Arte & Larimo, 2019).

III.Foreign divestment decisions are not always economically 
rational since right after an exogenous shock in a foreign 
country, decision makers often possess limited information on 
(1) the persistence of the conflict & (2) the nature of the 
changes that may occur in firms’ external environment (e.g., 

Berry, 2013; Liu et al., 2022). 
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WHY the Role of CEOs so Important? (Upper Echelons Theory)

Hambrick & Mason (1984)
‒ CEOs play a vital role in setting the direction of the firm & thus 

CEO  demographic attributes (e.g., age, tenure, functional 
expertise, education etc.) affect strategic choices & firm success.

‒ A firm’s strategic change is a reflection of the CEO’s visions, 
values, & cognitive maps.

Jensen & Murphy (1990)
‒ Regardless of firm size, CEOs serve as the core decision makers in 

the process of investment in new projects.

Keil et al. (2017)
‒ CEOs exert significant influence over the actions of others by 

signaling what actions & behaviors are desirable, proper, or 
appropriate throughout the organization.
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CEO Psychological Traits & Strategic Behaviours/Choices

CEO Narcissism (Agnihotri & Bhattacharya, 2019):
Internationalization (+)

CEO Greed (Haynes et al., 2017): Shareholder wealth (‒)

CEO Risk Taking (Kraiczy et al., 2015): Firm innovativeness (+)

CEO Status Quo (Chiu et al., 2022): Corporate divestitures (‒)

CEO Hubris (Gupta et al., 2017): Environmental innovation (+)

CEO Promotion Focus (Gamache et al., 2015): Acquisitions (+)

CEO Political Liberalism (Kashmiri & Mahajan, 2017): New 
product introductions (+) 
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What Previous Scholarly Arguments Tell Us?
Exogenous Factors?

– Declining market growth; 
– Political & economic risks;
– Institutional unpredictability;
– Natural disasters;
– Cultural frictions; &
– Violent conflicts, such as wars & terrorism.

Internal Factors?
– Performance shortfall; 
– Limited access to local resources in the host country;
– Limited host country experience; 
– Limited intangible assets within the organization (measured by R&D 

intensity / advertising intensity); &
– Smaller subsidiary size.
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HOWEVER, are decisions always based on rational factors?



No Common World Views Shared among All CEOs?!
BP’s divestment: Sold almost 20% of its stake in the Russian

state-owned oil company Rosneft, a move representing US$25
billion in losses (Reuters, 2022a).

 Jeffrey Allen Miller’s (CEO of Halliburton) refusal to bow to
pressures to exit the market: “Always unfortunate in so many
ways for so many people. But from a business perspective, we’ve
managed these sorts of things up & down for, I hate to say, nearly
100 years. So these are the kinds of things that we would manage
through” (Los Angeles Times, 2022).

 A top executive (Koch Industries) for no exit: The company
will not “hand over” its “facilities to the Russian government so
it can operate & benefit from them” (Los Angeles Times, 2022).
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CEO Ideology & De-Internationalization 

Definition of ‘2’ Types of CEOs
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Liberal CEOs  Conservative CEOs

 … preserve traditional values & 
resist change.

 … believe that property rights are 
more important.

 … emphasize the importance of 
enhancing shareholder wealth.

 … value efficient ways to allocate 
resources.

 “For conservatives, the historical 
survival of a practice creates a 
prima facie case that it has served 
some need.” 

 … prefer change & destroy the 
status quo.

 ... are more likely to push for firms 
to be socially engaged.

 ... pay attention to the demands of 
multiple stakeholders.

 ... embrace moral preference for 
social justice, which cultivate their 
responsiveness & openness to to 
stakeholders’ pressures.

 ... emphasize the ethical aspect of 
firms’ responses to a conflict.



Conceptual Model
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Source: Thams & Dau (2023: 5).



Theoretical Contributions
CEO ideology as a ‘neglected’ aspect that adds significant value

to the IB literature.

Firms divest not only for economic reasons but also due to the
congruence of values between CEOs & external stakeholders.

De-internationalization (i.e., different de-internationalization
options > exit vs non-exit dichotomous decisions) is closely
linked to CEOs’ values & beliefs.

Practical Suggestions

Executive values lead to sub-optimal decisions, which may be
highly crucial & entail great sacrifice for firms.

“Strategy is human construction” (Andrews, 1971: 107).
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Hubbard, N. (2013). Chapter 7: “Cross-Border 
Mergers & Acquisitions” (pp.97-131)
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Introduction

The Top 20 Countries in the Market for Cross-Border 
M&A, 2005–2014 (Cumulative)
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Introduction

Determinants of Cross-Border Acquisitions?

Firm-Specific Determinants

‒ Own financial resources (+) (Buckley et al., 2016a).
‒ Experiential market knowledge (+) (Buckley et al., 2016b).
‒ Sourced technological knowledge (+) (Buckley et al., 2016b).
‒ Business group (+) (Buckley et al., 2016b).
‒ CEO international experience (+) (Elia et al., 2021).

Host Country-Specific Determinants

‒ Cultural distance (-) (Buckley et al., 2017; Malhotra et al., 2011).
‒ Market size (+) (Buckley et al., 2017; Deng & Yang, 2015).
‒ English-speaking host country (+) (Buckley et al., 2017).
‒ Corruption(-) (Malhotra et al., 2010).
‒ Financial market development (+) (Tunyi & Ntim, 2016).
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Introduction

Key Questions

WHAT do MNCs wish in cross-border acquisitions?

WHAT determines acquisition success & failure?

WHAT TYPES of due diligence need to be conducted prior to 
acquisition?

WHAT “soft” & “hard” activities should be performed in 
cross-border M&As?
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Survey: Reasons for M&As

Why?
Hubbard (2013)
 Speed.
 Opportunity of an excellent 

target.
 Development of a significantly 

sized presence in the market.
 Acquisitions of a specific 

resource.
 Transformational acquisitions 

(Globalizers act quickly in 
securing the target before the 
competition. e.g., Cadbury 
Schweppes’ acquisition of 
Adams).

KPMG Survey (2012)

 Geographic growth.

 Expand into growing sectors.

 Enter new market.

 Increase market share.

 Cost synergies.

 Diversity or diversification.

 New brand or service.

 Investment opportunity.
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Reasons for M&As & Degree of Integration

 ‘5’ Reasons for Acquisitions (1/2)
I. Financial Rationale/Strategic Differentiation

– A strategic acquisition: The acquisition is used to strategically 
change/reshape the organization either through diversification, 
differentiation, or defensive acquiring.

– Japanese MNCs are well-known for strategic differentiation in 
emerging markets. 

– The degree of integration necessary for strategic acquisitions is a 
controversial point, namely limited levels of integration & more 
control.

II. Geographic Market Entry
– Market entry occurs when acquirers enter a new market in which 

they don’t have a significant presence.
– If acquirers enter the new market in an unrelated industry, it is also 

an asset potential acquisition.
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Reasons for M&As & Degree of Integration

 ‘5’ Reasons for Acquisitions (2/2)
III. Market Penetration

– Market entry (e.g., Ford, Sony & BP) is market penetration.
– In full integrations all functions are merged; in partial integrations 

combined functions are IT, HR, logistics & customer support etc.
– Streamline the operations reducing the overlap in some functions.

IV. Vertical Integration
– Vertical integration acquisitions require some degree of integration in 

order to achieve the collaborative effect.

V. Asset Potential
– Venture capital firms & those enterprises acting like venture 

capitalists buy assets because they are undervalued or represent an 
opportunity to increase value usually for resale within 5-7 years.

– In most venture capital purchase, the target is a stand-alone entity.
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Mergers & Acquisitions
Potential Limitations/Risks/Concerns?

I. The takeover premium that is paid for an acquisition typically is
very high (i.e., 2 times out of 3, the stock price of the acquiring
company falls once the deal is made public.).

II. Often, competing firms can imitate any advantages realized or
copy synergies that result from the M&A.

III. ‘Managers’ credibility & ego’ (→empire building, legacy, &
reputation)

IV. There can be many cultural issues that may doom the intended
benefits from M&A endeavors (e.g., The merger between
SmithKline (UK) & the Beecham Group (US) is challenging due
to differences in both national & business cultures.).

Reasons for M&As & Degree of Integration
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Hard” Activities

Pre-Acquisition Planning

Holistic Due Diligence

Robust Synergy Evaluation

 “Soft” Activities

Communicate to Stakeholders

Top-Team Selection
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Hard” Activities
Pre-Acquisition Planning

– … is considered as a key factor for acquisition success. 

– Poor acquisition planning leads to poor stakeholder 
communication as it limits the information available for discussion.

– With detailed/defined plans, one can effectively assess related 
resources during due diligence.

– Understanding the vision & plan going forward is fundamental to 
employee retention & gaining “acceptance”, & in some cases, 
enthusiasm from target employees.

– While a robust strategy serves as the basis of a successful acquisition, 
planning & synergy evaluation are the tools that lead to success.
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Hard” Activities
Questions to be Addressed in Pre-Acquisition Planning

– Why are you buying the target? What are the key competences 
you are trying to protect & utilize?

– How far are you going to integrate the target into your existing 
operation? How far are you going to implement any changes?

– Are you planning on retaining key target managers?

– If there is employee overlap, how are you going to decide who stays 
& who goes? 

– Are you going to integrate systems? Which employees will be 
affected? (Survivor syndrome???)

– Are there employees who ate key to the strategic change process?
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Hard” Activities
Holistic Due Diligence

– Holistic due diligence is a way to understand what you acquire.
– It is important to know the target’s market.
– Having a deep understanding of the local market, its culture, & 

idiosyncrasies is a major theme when conducting your research.
– Acquiring the knowledge of the local market requires a presence on 

site for a considerable period of time.
– One survey participant in Hubbard’s (2013) study argues:

“It took 3 years of relationship building & understanding the 
cultural differences & the market for us to get a deal done & for 
them to appreciate us as a partner. My approach is to go in & see if 
there is a commercial or strategic relationship for us to have rather 
than go straight into having an acquisition talk”.
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Hard” Activities
Robust Synergy Evaluation

– Synergies can be classified in ‘2’ ways: “Hard” & “soft” synergies

– Operational synergies are cost reduction based & achieved by 
removing duplication in terms of people & systems.

– Combining IT systems, back-office functions, & overlapping 
manufacturing sites & developments (e.g., marketing) all yield 
tangible results that are easily quantifiable.

– Soft synergies are less easily measured & include intra-firm 
collaboration, innovation, & resource sharing.

– Soft synergies are even harder to achieve in cases of low degrees of 
integration with the added complication of differences in culture, 
geography & distance.
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Soft” Activities
Communicate to Stakeholders

– Communication can be defined as “not only formal verbal & written 
communication but also informal communication, actions, gestures, 
& feedback; even no communication is in itself, communication” 
(Hubbard, 1999: 94).

– The richness of communication can be seen as a key facilitator in 
acquisitions especially when cross-collaboration between the target & 
rest of the acquiring organization is important (Ranft & Lord, 2002).

– E-mail & other impersonal communication techniques are less 
effective & more open to misinterpretation than face-to-face 
interactions.

– The key to effective communication is a consistent & believable 
message to all stakeholders.
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Soft” Activities
Communicate to Stakeholders
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The Case of Japan Steel’s Acquisition of US Steel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_2QrgeD3r4



Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

 “Soft” Activities
Top-Team Selection

– There are countless stories of failed acquisitions where employees 
with key knowledge left the firm. 

– For example, 2/3 of Chrysler senior executives left in the following 
its “merger” with Daimler Benz & created a void in emerging market 
expertise (Badrtalei & Bates, 2007).

– (1) Creating a compelling & exciting joint vision for the combined 
organization, (2) being fair with all employees, & (3) encouraging & 
motivating employees to get emotionally involved with the new 
organization were all seen as critical to success.

– One is to make sure senior target employees have a clear 
understanding of expected behaviors & systems within the newly 
enlarged company.
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Value-Destruction or Value-Creation?

As many as 70% of acquisitions reportedly fail.

Acquiring firms’ performance does NOT IMPROVE after 
acquisitions on average.

The Failure Case of Daimler-Chrysler

In 1998, Daimler paid US$35 billion to acquire Chrysler, a 

40% premium over market value.

In 2007, Chrysler was sold to Cerberus Capital, US$7.4 billion.

Consequently, 4/5 of the value had been lost !

Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure
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Why Acquisitions Often Fail?

Pre-acquisition: Overpayment for Targets
> Managers OVERESTIMATE their ability to create value.
> INADEQUATE pre-acquisition screening
> POOR strategic fit

> LACK of familiality with foreign cultures, institutions & business systems
> NATIONALISTIC concerns against foreign takeovers (political & media levels)

Pre-acquisition: Overpayment for Targets
> Managers OVERESTIMATE their ability to create value.
> INADEQUATE pre-acquisition screening
> POOR strategic fit

> LACK of familiality with foreign cultures, institutions & business systems
> NATIONALISTIC concerns against foreign takeovers (political & media levels)

Post-acquisition: Failure in Integration
> POOR organizational fit
> FAILIURE to address multiple stakeholder groups’ concerns
> CLASHES of organizational cultures linked to clashes of national cultures
> NATIONALISTIC concerns against foreign takeovers (firm & employee levels)

Post-acquisition: Failure in Integration
> POOR organizational fit
> FAILIURE to address multiple stakeholder groups’ concerns
> CLASHES of organizational cultures linked to clashes of national cultures
> NATIONALISTIC concerns against foreign takeovers (firm & employee levels)

The case of Daimler-Chrysler: Little organizational fit (e.g., American 
managers resented the dominance of German managers)

Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure
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Factors for Acquisition Success & Failure

Short Cases
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Lafarge in India

Nomura

Cadbury Schweppes & Adams

Lonrho & Rollex



Case Analysis

Cadbury Schweppes & Adams

Cadbury Schweppes’ transformational acquisition of Adams.

‒ CS (Leader in the confectionary & soft drinks market).

‒ Adams (A division of Warner-Lambert that merged with Pfizer).

Why was Admas (“orphan syndrome”) acquired by CS?

‒ Rapid consolidation of related businesses = Need for CS to acquire 
Adams / No need for Pfizer to preserve Adams = global focusing.

‒ No geographical overlaps = CS: North America & A: South America.

‒ Functional synergies = CS: aggressive marketing & A: R&D capacity.

Serendipity: Unexpected & lucky discoveries / the ability to 
capitalize on good luck in making fortunate discoveries.
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Case Analysis

Lonrho & Rollex
Benefits & Risks of Vertical Integration

33

Benefits
 A secure source of raw materials or distribution channels.
 Protection of & control over valuable assets.
 Proprietary access to new technologies developed by the unit.
 Simplified procurement & administrative procedures.
 Positive differentiation
 Lower costs of transaction

Risks
 Costs & expenses associated with increased overhead & capital expenditures.
 Loss of flexibility resulting from large investments.
 Additional administrative costs associated with managing a more complex set of 

activities.
 Loss of focus
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Case Analysis

Lafarge in India
Lafarge

‒ French industrial company specializing in cement, construction, 
aggregates & concrete.

‒ The world’s largest cement manufacturer. 
‒ Rapid expansion through organic growth, acquisitions, & JVs.

How did Lafarge build their operation in India?
‒ 2 acquisitions of cement operations from Tata Industries in 1999 &

the Raymond Group in 2001, respectively.
‒ These operations were combined, integrated, & upgraded.
‒ Product capacity doubling.

Why were the 2 acquisitions successful?
‒ “Orphan syndrome” (i.e., efficient use of local human resources)
‒ “Being global but acting local” (i.e., understanding the market 

uniqueness = retail>industrial sales / learning from leading companies)
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Case Analysis

Nomura
Acquisition of Lehman’s assets in Europe & Asia.

Securities brokerage & investment banking.

Did Nomura have what it takes to make this acquisition success?

A hard-charging NY investment bank + a hierarchical Japanese 
firm practicing lifetime employment = ?

To retain talents, Nomura guaranteed ex-Lehman employees’ 
astronomical pay level for 3 years. Why is this problematic?

Nomura’s personnel rotation system? Generalists vs Specialists?

Jesse Bhattal’s (Deputy President & a former Asia-Pacific CEO of 
Lehman) interactions with the board?

Overall, what is so difficult in the post M&A integration process?
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Reading Assignments

WEEK 5-3 (08.04.2024 | Monday)

Gill, C. (2012). “The Role of Leadership in Successful 
International Mergers & Acquisitions: Why Renault‐Nissan 
Succeeded & DaimlerChrysler‐Mitsubishi Failed”, Human 
Resource Management, 51(3), 433-456. 

Nayak (2019). “Bharti Airtel Acquires Resources & Companies”.

 Choose one unsuccessful cross-border M&A case. Be well-
prepared to discuss the logic behind its failure in a organized & 
structured manner within 2 minutes at a maximum. 
→Daniel/Riccardo/Daniele+2 additional students
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The End of Today’s Lecture
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ご清聴有難う御座いました。
Thank you so much!

Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!
Grazie mille !

【Contact Address】
ADDRESS: 208 in Via dei Caniana 2, 24127 Bergamo, ITALY

E-mail: norifumi.kawai@unibg.it
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